Weimar Republic
Keyword: REPUBLIC

Aim:
To understand the structure
of the new Weimar Republic

Setting up the Weimar Republic

• Ebert promised the army that he would not reform it
in the hope they would support & keep the new
government in power.

• Ebert also promised the Trade Unions that he would
try to achieve an 8 hour working day
• Despite Ebert’s efforts some extreme political parties
were still dissatisfied. Demonstrations and riots took
place and Germany was on the edge of anarchy!

What is the message of
this source?
Wings of an angel?

Extremist, throwing bombs and causing
chaos and anarchy

Weimar holding the constitution (rules
which set out how a country is run)

Wounded soldier being looked after
and happy behind ‘Weimar’ in the light

How did Ebert set up this new government?

At the end of WW1, Kaiser Willhem II, the king of
Germany fled to Holland. One of Ebert’s first
agreements with the allies was that Germany had to
become a democracy and elections were held in
1919. They were won by Social Democrats (SPD) led
by Friedrich Ebert – he set up Germanys first ever
democratic government– the Weimar Republic!

Write a sentence
describing what
democracy means, you
should include the word
elections

How did Ebert set up this new government?

The first job was to establish the
constitution (A set of rules used to
govern a country)

The Weimar Constitution
1. Everyone had freedom of speech, religion and to hold meetings
2. Personal freedom and equality
3. All men and women over 20 could vote
4. The Reichstag (government) was voted for by the people and made
the laws

Friedrich Ebert, SPD

How is the new Weimar Government set up?

National Assembly:
• Elected 19 Jan 1919
• Wrote the
constitution
• First met in the town
of Weimar due to
violence in Berlin
• Reached an
agreement in 6
months
• Became known as
the Weimar Republic

How did the elections work in the new Weimar Republic?
Proportional representation was the way that political parties were voted into
government.
Every party could gain seats in the Reichstag (The parliament) if they are voted for (60,000
votes = 1 seat in the Reichstag)
Political parties get percentage of seats in the government as a result of the ‘proportion’ of
people who voted for them.
E.g. 33% of votes= 33% of seats in the government
There were 421 seats in the Reichstag

The Political Spectrum

Extremist

Extremist

There were over 29 different parties across the political spectrum

The SPD joined in a coalition with the DDP and Centre Party to control 80% of the Reichstag
whilst the extreme right and left had the remaining 20% of the Reichstag.

Extreme Left wanted:
• Control by the people
• An end to capitalism
• An end to private ownership of
land and business, instead owned
by the workers
• Cooperation with foreign nations

Extreme Right wanted:
•
•
•
•

A return to a strong government
A strong army
A powerful leader (Monarch)
Capitalism (private ownership of
land and business)
• Traditional family values
• Law and order

Thinking about Proportional Representation, if the moderate centre parties had 45% of the
votes, the extreme L&R parties had 20%, the rest split with smaller parties, what problems
would this cause for Ebert trying to run the country?

How is the new Weimar Government set up?

Head of State
President:
• Head of the
WR
• Elected
every 7 yrs
• No part in
day to day
• Chooses
Chancellor

Electorate:
All men and
women 20

The Government
Chancellor:
• Head of the
Government
• Chooses
Government
ministers

Cabinet:
• The most
important
ministers
• Worked closely
with chancellor
• Decision makers

The Parliament:
2 houses, laws pass through both
Reichstag:
• More powerful of
the two
• Controlled taxes
• Elected by the
people every 4
years

Reichsrat:
• Elected every 4
years
• Represented
regions with
numbers based
on size

Article 48:
In a time of crisis,
the Chancellor
could ask the
President to pass
laws without them
being passed
through the
Reichstag
(This will be
important later for
Hitler)

Strengths of the Weimar Constitution

Weaknesses of the Weimar Constitution

Proportional representation made sure
small parties had a fair share of seats in
the government
The system meant that not one group
or person could have too much power,
it hoped to end dictatorships. All laws
had to pass through the Reichstag

Proportional representation often led to
coalition governments (made up of a few
parties often through deals or bribery) who
found it difficult to get along and agree, so
they often collapsed.

In 1919, Germany was the most
democratic in Europe, by giving equal
rights and votes to women, more than
Britain
There were elections for both the
Reichstag and President
There was free speech and freedom of
religious beliefs

In the 1920s, there were 29 different
parties, which meant less chance of one
getting a majority. This makes decision
making a challenge as laws had to be agreed
on. Imaging trying to make a decision in a
time of crisis or emergency!
The army, judges and civil servants wanted a
return of the Kaiser and were opposed to
the Weimar Republic
Article 48 meant that the President could
take control if he thought there was an
‘emergency’ – leading to dictatorship.
The Weimar Republic was
hated by the people

Strengths & weaknesses of new Weimar Government

